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1. INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The Nuclear Safety Analysis Center (NSAC) performs analyses of generic safety
issues associated with nuclear power plant operation and reports the results to its utility
sponsors. Shutdown decay heat removal is one of the high priority generic issues which
NSAC continues to address.Decay heat removal continues to receive attention
throughout the nuclear industry.For example, in 1985, the NUMARC Technical
Subcommittee designated shutdown decay heat removal as one of its highest priority
issues.Also, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission identified shutdown decay heat
removal as Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-45 in 1981 and embarkedon a major
research program.
The Residual Heat Removal System (RHRS) is a multipurpose system. It is used
for emergency core cooling and for decay heat removal. The availability of the RHRS
and various alternative and support systems is important to assuring that the decay heat
removal (DHR) function can be performed reliably during shutdown.
There have been 52 events at U.S. Pressurized-Water-Reactors (PWRs) involving
the loss of a residual heat removal systems (RHRS) during mid-loop conditions. Three
of these resulted in boiling in the core. Other significant shutdown eventsat PWRs haveincluded precursors to interfacing system loss-of-coolant accidents, losses of offsite
power, and inadequate control of shutdown reactivity margins.
The Electric Power Research Institute's (EPRI's) Nuclear Safety Department
currently is devoting considerable attention to the management of plant risk during
shutdown conditions.Even after the fission chain reaction is halted the continuing
radioactive decay of fission products and irradiated core materials producesa significant
amount of residual heat.
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is concerned about shutdown risk.
This concern is driven by the NRC's perception that shutdowncore melt risk is higher
than typically has been calculated and that there are large uncertainties associated with
this risk. The NRC has stated that PWR mid-loop operations and potential humanerrors
during shutdowns that may reduce the RCS inventoryare areas of particular concern.
1.1 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
This study focuses on SBLOCAs during reactor shutdown conditions.The
control rods are inserted into the core and the reactor coolantsystem is borated and
partially cooled and depressurized.The operation of the RHRS continues until the
reactor coolant temperature is reduced to 140 °F within 20 hours from plant shutdown.
The first objective of the study is to determine the impact ofa small break loss of
coolant accident (SBLOCA) on plant conditions while in the shutdownmode.In3
particular, the study seeks to determine the time to "Core Uncovery" without operator
interactions after the break has occurred.
The plant is at 1% decay power (36MW) during this condition. The pressure is
about 100 psia and the reactor coolant temperature is about 140 °F. The small break loss
of coolant accidents (SBLOCA) were [0.05-m (2-in)] and [0.025-m (1-in)] diameter cold
leg breaks. The break was modeled in the reactor coolant pump discharge piping of the
broken cold leg.
Another objective is to study the effect of residual heat removal (RHR) heat
exchanger elevation change on natural circulation mass flow rate, fluid temperature, fuel
and cladding temperature and reactor coolant system pressure.
1.2 PWR RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL DESCRIPTION
Achieving PWR cold shutdown with the normally available decay heat removal
capability involves the following steps:
Remove decay heat by steam flow to the main condenser and feedwater return to
the steam generators.
Cool the reactor coolant system to approximately 350 °F by reducing steam
generatorpressure.Concurrently,reducereactorcoolantsystem pressureto
approximately 600 psig.
Continue cool down to a cold shutdown condition of approximately 125 oF, a
temperature allowing refueling and other reactor servicing work to be performed.It4
takes approximately one day to reduce the coolant temperature to 125 °F using the
residual heat removal systems (RHRS).
The RHR systems are all designed for water-to-water cooling of the reactor
coolant system after the system has been initially cooled and depressurized to
approximately 350 °F /600 psig by steam bypass to the main condenser or steam relief to
the atmosphere using the atmospheric dump valves.Most RHR systems also have
emergency core cooling system and containment cooling capabilities such as low
pressure injection and containment spray. Most systems have piping connections to the
refueling water storage tank, a large source of borated water.
1.3 DESCRIPTION OF TYPICAL WESTINGHOUSE RHRS
The primary function of the typical Westinghouse residual heat removal system
(RHRS), as shown in Figure 1.1, is to transfer heat energy from thecore and reactor
coolant system during plant shutdown and refueling operations. The RHRpumps and
heat exchangers are also utilized as part of the safety injection system foremergency core
cooling in the unlikely event thatthe primary coolant system isaccidentally
depressurized.In addition, the RHRS is used to transfer refueling water between the
refueling cavity and the refueling water storage tank at the beginning and end of
refueling conditions.Figure 1.1Typical Westinghouse RHRS
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1.3.1 System Description
The residual heat removal system consists of two independent, redundant
subsystems, each of which receives electrical power from separate electrical power
trains. The RHRS pumps and heat exchangers are located in the auxiliary building as
close as practical to the containment. Each subsystem has a suction line from RCS hot
leg with normally closed motor-operated isolation valves providing the isolation
necessary to meet the RCS pressure boundary and containment isolation requirements.
The RHRS pumps can also take suction from the containment sump or refueling water
storage tank. These suction sources are aligned when the RHRS is utilized as part of the
safety injection system. The pumps then discharge flow to the RHRS heat exchanger
which transfers heat to the component cooling water circulating through the heat
exchanger shell side. The cooled RCS flow is then routed through the containment wall.
Inside containment, a cross-connect is provided between the two RHR subsystems to
permit either RHR pump to deliver to all four RCS cold legs.
1.3.2 System Operation
Plant Startup
Normally in the cold shutdown condition, one RHRS train continues in service to
remove decay heat as necessary. The RHR pumps are stopped when the plant startup7
begins, but the system remains aligned to the reactor coolant system to provide pressure
control until a steam bubble is formed in the pressurizer.After the steam bubble is
formed, the system is isolated from the reactor coolant system and aligned for its safety
injection function.
Normal Operation
During normal power operation, the RHRS is not in service but aligned and ready
for safety injection operation.
Plant Shutdown
Operation of the RHRS is initiated after the control rods have been inserted into
the core and the reactor coolant system has been borated and partially cooled and
depressurized when the reactor coolant temperature will be reduced to 140 of within 20
hours from plant shutdown. The RHRS continues to operate after the reactor vessel is
opened and refueling operations proceed.8
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL SAFETY CONCERNS
Three principal safety concerns have been identified as a result of events that
have occurred during RHRS operation. These include:
Loss of Coolant Inventory
There are a number of potential inventory loss paths on a shutdown reactor; some
can be initiated by a single mispositioned valve. On a PWR, such an inventory loss
would terminate naturally at a water level about five feet above the top of the active fuel,
based on the relative elevations of fuel and credible loss paths via the reactor vessel entry
and exit nozzles. The water can be maintained at this level by manually operated gravity
feed from the refueling water storage tank.
Loss of Decay Heat Removal Capability
Many events have occurred in which RHRS cooling has been lost because ofa
loss of flow in the RHRS because of a loss of the operating RHR pumpsor closure of
isolation valves in the line connecting the RHRS to the reactor coolantsystem.
Shutdown events that occur shortly after initiating RHRS operation, while decay heat is
still high and when the RCS is partially drained, afford the operator less time to correct9
the problem and restore decay heat removal by the reactor vessel. The risk of core
damage is small because the core can be kept covered by alternate means such as manual
control.Nevertheless, such events must be guarded against.For example, heatups of
over 100 °F have occurred in less than 20 minutes in PWRs partially drained for
maintenance.
Inadvertent Pressurization
PWR events have occurred during cold shutdown operations in which the primary
system pressure increased above prescribed limits. Although most PWRs have automatic
protectivefeaturestoprevent coldoverpressurization,improperoperation and
maintenance of these protective features can invalidate that protection. For example, as
noted in NSAC-52, one PWR event that occurred during cold shutdown with a solid
pressurizer resulted in pressurization to 1100 psig. This and other events showed that if
the RCS and pressurizer are completely filled with water, and there is no automatic
pressure control, the potential exists to pressurize rapidly. Cold overpressurization might
exceed reactor vessel brittle fracture prevention specifications or ASME code limits.
2.2 DETAILED DISCUSSION OF SELECTED EVENTS
The most persistent problems noted during the period 1982 through 1989 were as
follows:10
Loss of flow due to automatic RHRS suction valve closure.
Loss of RHRS pump suction due to reactor vessel level indication errors.
Loss of flow due to loss of the running RHRS pump.
The events discussed in this section are representative of events that occurred
over the past few years and that involved the actual loss or degradation ofthe RHRS.
These discussions describe the events, causes, recovery times, and pertinent corrective
actions.
Since the RHR pump was the main reason for the events, the last two problems of
the above three problems were the focus in this discussion.
2.2.1 Loss of RHRS Pump Suction Due to Reactor Vessel Level Indication Errors
Plant BN 1984[6]
A complete loss of RHRS capability occurred when both RHRS pumps became
inoperable due to the introduction of air into the RHRS. The incident occurred during
the drain down of the RCS, when the level of the RCS was being monitored via a
standpipe off the vessel nozzle centerline of one of the RCS loops.
The isolation valve to which the standpipe was attached became clogged during
the RCS draindown and falsely indicated 64 inches above centerline (mid-loop). In
actuality, the level was below the RHRS suction line (below centerline). Letdown from
the RCS was isolated, and makeup was initiated.11
RCS level indication was moved to an alternate tap. The clogged isolation valve
was closed and blank flanged.
RHRS flow was restored within two hours.The reactor core temperature
increased from 90 to 150 °F during this event.
2.2.2 Loss of Flow Due to Inoperable RHRS Pumps
Plant AP 1987
With the plant in cold shutdown during a refueling outage, RHRS flow was
interrupted when both trains became inoperable due to airbound RHRS pumps. The RCS
had been drained to mid-loop to install steam generator nozzle dams. A loss of RCS
inventory to the reactor coolant drain tank due to a leaking valve caused a decrease in
the RCS water level. This caused vortexing in the RHRS pump's suction line and air
entertainment in the RHRS pumps. The RCS temperature increased from approximately
87 °F to bulk boiling without RCS temperature indication available to the plant
operators.The core exit thermocouples had been decoupled in preparation for
subsequent reactor head removal.
After verification that the steam generator manwayswere still installed and after
venting of the RHRS pumps, the RCS was flooded from the refueling waterstorage tank,
and the RHRS pump was started. RHRS flow was interrupted for approximatelyone and
a half hours. No damage to the core or significant radiological release occurred.12
A tygon tube manometer was being used temporarily for reactor vessel level
indication.Access for taking level readings was difficult, and the operators had to
estimate level by sighting structural elevation markings and by transposing this to the
tygon tube. This temporary installation and the difficult working conditions led to lack
of operator confidence regarding the level.
The level indicating system subsequently was upgraded to include wide range
indication sensing of the loop crossover leg level, referenced to the pressurizervapor
space. Follow-up corrective actions also included changes in the procedures that govern
midloop operation and in procedures for actions that are to be taken if RHRS flow is
interrupted. The augmented procedures require that major pathways which communicate
between the containment atmosphere and the outside atmosphere either are to closedor
are to have the capability to be closed in a timely manner.
Plant BQ 1987
During full flow testing of the accumulator discharge check valves, both loops of
the RHRS were declared inoperable due to gas binding of both RHRSpumps. The gas
binding was caused by entry of nitrogen gas into the reactor coolantsystem from the
accumulator. The RHRS piping was vented and operability of the RHRSpumps restored
in 38 minutes.
The root cause of the event was attributed to an operatingerror. Personnel did
not fully comply with the specific requirements in the accumulator discharge check valve13
full flow test procedures. The test procedure for testing the accumulator discharge check
valves was reviewed and use of this procedure was discontinued until completion of the
review. The in service testing program requirements were evaluated to determine the
best method for testing check valves.Engineering review of the need for improved
venting capabilities of the RHRS piping was requested.14
3. DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM AND RELAP5 INPUT DECK
3.1 RELAP5 DESCRIPTION
The Light Water Reactor (LWR) transient analysis code, RELAP5,was
developed at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) for the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC). Code uses include analysis required to support rule
making, licensing audit calculations, evaluation of accident mitigation strategies,
evaluation of operator guidelines, and experiment planning and analysis. RELAP5 has
also been used as the basis for a nuclear plant analyzer. It has been developed for best-
estimate transient simulation of light-water-reactor coolant systems duringa severe
accident. The code models the coupled behavior of the reactor coolant system and the
core during a severe accident transient, as well as large- and small-break loss-of-coolant
accidents, and operational transients, such as anticipated transient withoutscram, loss of
offsite power, loss of feed water, and loss of flow.
RELAP5 is capable of modeling a wide range of system configurations from
single pipes to different experimental facilities to full-scale reactorsystems.The
configurations can be modeled using an arbitrary number of fluid control volumes and
connecting junctions, heat structures, core components, and systemcomponents. Flow
areas, volumes, and flow resistance can vary with time through either user control or
models that describe the changes in geometry associated with damage in thecore.15
The MOD3 version of RELAP5 has been developed jointly by the NRC and a
consortium consisting of several of the countries and domestic organizations that are
members of the International Code Assessment and Applications Program (ICAP). The
mission of the RELAP5/MOD3 development program was to develop a code version
suitable for the analysis of all transients and postulated accidents in PWR systems,
including both large- and small-break loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCAs) as well as the
full range of operational transients.
3.1.1 Description of Thermal-Hydraulic Analysis
Once the analyst has decided to use RELAP5/MOD3 to analyze a problem,
obtaining the problem solution consist of the following stages:
Gathering and organizing information that defines the initial and boundary
conditions. A problem description and solution notebook is started to document
the problem solution and chronology of the work.
Defining and nodalizing the problem. The code input nodalization should be
defined so the most complete information set concerning the questions that
motivated he study will be available.
Inputting the problem. The initial and boundary conditions are placed in a
computer file. The model is then initialized to secure the desired starting point
for the problem investigation and the proper boundary conditions.16
Running the code and analyzing the problem.The code is run until
completed, and the solution is analyzed.
3.1.2 RELAP5 Models
I. HYDRODYNAMIC MODEL
The RELAP5 hydrodynamic model is a one-dimensional, transient, two-fluid
model for flow of a two-phase steam-water mixture that can contain non-condensable
components in the steam phase and/or a nonvolatile component in the water phase.
The RELAP5 hydrodynamic model contains several options for invoking simpler
hydrodynamic models.These include homogeneousflow, thermal equilibrium, and
frictionless flow models. These options can be used independently or in combination.
The two-fluid equations of motion that are used as the basis for the RELAP5
hydrodynamic model are formulated in terms of area and time-averaged parameters of
flow.
Fields Equations
RELAP5 solves six basic field equations for six primary dependent variables.
The six primary dependent variables are pressure (P), phasic velocities (Vg, Vf), phase-
specific internal energies (Ug,Uf), vapor void fraction (ag). The independent variables17
are time (t) and distance (x).The six basic field equations for the two-fluid non
equilibrium model consist of two-phasic continuity equations, two-phasic momentum
equations, and two-phasic energy equations. The phasic continuity equations[1] are
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If non-condensablecomponent exists in the gas phase, it is necessary to add an
additional mass conservation equation for the total non-condensable component. This
additional equation is given by,
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The six-equation model with an additional equation for the non-condensable gas
component has five independent state variables. The independent variables are chosen to
be P, ag, Ug, Uf, xn.All the remaining thermodynamic variables (temperatures,
densities, partial pressures, qualities, etc.) are expressed as functions of these five
independent properties.
In addition to these properties, several state derivatives, such as derivatives of the
mixture density with respect to the pressure, static quality, and mixture internal energy
are needed because of the linearization used in the numerical scheme. These three basic20
phasic derivatives can be expressed in terms of the isobaric thermal expansion coefficient
((3), the isothermal compressibility (k), and the specific heat at constant pressure (Cp), all
of which are available from the state properties data.
Constitutive Models
The constitutive relations include models for defining flow regimes and flow
regime related models for interphase drag and shear, the coefficient of virtual mass, wall
friction, wall heat transfer and interphase heat and mass transfer.There are four
constitutive relations required by the hydrodynamic model---the vapor generation rate,
the interphase drag, the wall friction and the wall heat transfer.
Numerical Methods
The RELAP5 numerical solution scheme is based on replacing the system of
differential equations with a system of finite difference equations, which are partially
implicit in time. A physical system consisting of flow paths, volumes, areas, etc., is
simulated by constructing a network of control volumes connected by junctions. The
hydrodynamic model and the associated numerical scheme are based on the use of fluid
control volumes and junctions to represent the spatial character of the flow. It is a one-
dimensional model of the transient flow of a steam-water-non-condensable mixture. The
control volumes can be viewed as stream tubes having inlet and outlet junctions. The21
control volume has a direction associated with it that is positive from the inlet to the
outlet. The fluid scalar properties such as pressure, energy, density, and void fraction
are represented by the average fluid conditions and are viewed as being located at the
control volume center.The fluid rector properties, i.e., velocities are located at the
junctions and are associated with mass and energy flow between control volumes.
Control volumes are connected in series using junctions to represent a flow path.
II. HEAT STRUCTURE AND OTHER SPECIAL MODELS
Heat flow paths are also modeled in a one-dimensional sense using a staggered
mesh to calculate temperatures and heat flux vectors.The heat conductors can be
connected to hydrodynamic volumes to simulate a heat flow path normal to the fluid
flow path.The heat conductor or heat structure is thermally connected to the
hydrodynamic volume through a heat flux that is calculated using a boiling heat transfer
formulation. The heat structures are used to simulate pipe walls, heater elements, nuclear
fuel pins, and heat exchanger surfaces.
Extensive trip logic has been implemented in RELAP5.The trip logic is
designed to determined when a certain trip has occurred. Trip capability provides for
variable and logical trips. With the capabilities of trip component and control variable
component, RELAP5 is able to simulate the transient of systems and components.22
3.2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
3.2.1 System Nodalization
The Zion-1 PWR plant design was used as the basis for this analysis. The Zion-1
PWR plant is a Westinghouse 4-loop PWR, and the RELAP5 model has been used to
analyze offsite power and instrument tube rupture scenarios. The deck models a 1%
[0.05-m(2-in.)] diameter cold leg break. The RELAP5 nodalization diagram for main
PWR loop is shown in Figure 3.1. The model contains 139 volumes, 142 junctions, and
83 heat structures. Two primary coolant loops were modeled. One loop, called the
broken loop, represented a single primary coolant loop. The break was modeled in the
pump discharge piping of the broken loop cold leg. The other loop, called the intact
loop, represented three primary coolant loops. The pressurizer was attached to the intact
loop. The intact and broken loops were modeled symmetrically except for differences
due to the location of the break and pressurizer.
Component numbers in the intact loop were between 100 and 194; component
numbers in the broken loop were between 200 and 294. Heat structures were used to
represent heat transfer from fuel rods, U-tubes, pressure vessel wall, core band, core
shroud, and internals in the upper head and lower and upper plena.
The RELAP5 nodalization diagram for residual heat removal system is shown in
Figure 3.2. The RHR model contains 9 volumes, 7 junctions, and 1 heat exchanger were
modeled in this deck. The important items of this nodalization are shown in Table 4.1.Steam
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The residual heat removal system comes from the broken loop hot leg and goes back to
both broken and intact loop cold legs. Primary coolant loop and secondary coolant loop
modeling were included in the residual heat removal system (RHRS).Component
numbers in the primary RHR loop were between 403 and 415; component numbers in the
secondary RHR loop were between 428 and 436.
Heat structure in the RHR loop was used to represent heat transfer in the heat
exchanger. A single volume component was used for the primary RHR loop piping. The
inlet and outlet boundary for the secondary RHR loop was specified by using time
dependent volume components. The inlet time dependent volume specified a constant
inlet temperature. The outlet time dependent volume specified a constant outlet pressure.
3.2.2 Steady State Modeling Description
The steady state modeling was operated at low pressure (100 psia) and low
temperature (140 oF) after the reactor was shut down for several hours. The decay heat
power is about 1% of full power (36MW). The primary function of the residual heat
removal system in this model is to transfer heat energy from the core and reactor coolant
system during plant cooldown and refueling operations.
The nodalization described above was based on the nodalization of the Zion-1
PWR Small Break Problem[31. The Zion-1 PWR Small Break input deck specified that
a small break occurred in the broken loop cold leg while the reactor was operating at full
power (3600 MW), high pressure (2230 psia) and high temperature (550 OF). The26
Zion-1 PWR Small Break input deck specifies transient initiation by the instantaneous
opening of the break. Several operations were modeled in this Zion-1 PWR Small Break
input deck.Such as a scram signal was generated when the pressurizer pressure
decreased to 12.82 MPa (1860 psia). Scram occurred 3 to 4 s after the scram signal was
generated. The reactor coolant pumps began coasting down simultaneously with the
scram signal.Valves in the steam generator feedwater and steam lines began closing
simultaneously with the scram signal; the steam line and feedwater valves were linearly
closed within 1 s and 10 s, respectively, of the scream signal.Safety injection and
charging began 5 s after the pressurizer pressure decreased to 12.62 MPa (1830 psia).
Auxiliary feedwater flow was initiated 14 s after the scram signal was generated;
automatic control of the feed water flow based on downcomer liquid level was simulated.
The first step of this study was to create an input deck that worked in the steady
state situation.This step was based on the Zion-1 PWR Small Break model.The
purpose of this step was to create an input deck that specified the normal steady state
plant operation at full power.
After the input deck was created for full power steady state operating conditions,
the steady state model in the cooldown condition was specified.This model was
specified by tripping two reactor coolant pumps and using the residual heat removal
system instead of the steam generator and reactor coolant system.
The residual heat removal systems start from the broken loop hot leg andgo back
to both the intact loop and the broken loop cold legs. In this configuration, the RHRS27
pump and RHRS heat exchanger transfer heat energy from core instead of the reactor
coolant pumps and steam generators. The cooldown steady state model was initiated at
low pressure (100 psia) and low temperature (140 OF). The decay power (36 MW) is
about 1% of full operating power. Since the usage of the steam generators was replaced
by the RHRS heat exchanger, the secondary cooling system of steam generators were not
included in this model.Since the plant was operating under normal cooldown
conditions, the safety injection and charging systems and accumulators were disabled in
both the intact loop and the broken loop.Although the primary loops of the steam
generators were connected within this model, no mass flow was initiated in them. The
pressurizer was still connected to the intact loop hot leg.However, the pressurizer
heaters were disabled.
3.23 Small Break Transient Model
Three categories of RHRS operational events have major safety significance.
They include loss of coolant inventory, loss of decay heat removal capability and
inadvertent pressurization. This small break transient model was initiated by a break in a
cold leg. When the transient began, the pump would be tripped due to pump cavitation.
So, this small break transient model includes aspects of all three principal safety
concerns.
The input deck models a 1% [0.05 -m ( 2-in )] cold leg break. As shown in
figure 3.2, the break was modeled in the reactor coolant pump discharge piping of the
broken cold leg. The break was specified by a trip valve (component 505). The flow28
from the break valve was released to a very large time dependent volume at atmospheric
pressure, which modeled the reactor containment.
The transient was initiated by an instantaneous opening of the break. Thiswas
accomplished by using a trip valve, which was opened after 400 s of steady state
operation. The RHRS pump began coasting down simultaneously with break initiation.
The transient continued until the break uncovered (very close to core uncovery). The
SBLOCA scenario is listed in Table 4.2, and the initial conditions before break is listed
in Table 4.3.
3.2.4 Modeling of RHR Heat Exchanger Elevation Changes
A RHR heat exchanger location sensitivity study was performed to determine the
effect of changing the RHR heat exchanger elevation.Four elevation changes were
examined; 5 ft, 10 ft, 20 ft, and 30 ft.This was specified by changing the length and
elevation of volume 2 in component 408.29
4. RESULTS OF ANALYSES
Two different sets of case results will be presented in this chapter. The first
includes the results of small cold leg breaks during shutdown operations.The other
includes the results of varying the RHR heat exchanger elevation.
4.1 SMALL COLD LEG BREAKS DURING SHUTDOWN OPERATIONS
The results of two small cold leg breaks during shutdown operations are
presented. They are 1% [0.1-m (2-in)] cold leg break and 0.5% [0.05-m (1-in)] cold leg
break under 1% decay heat power (36 MW) with low system pressure (100 psia) and low
system temperature (140 OF). The 1" cold leg break results are shown from Figures 4.1
to Figures 4.6.
The system pressure behaviors with time for the 1" cold leg break is shown in
Figure 4.1. Figure 4.1 shows the pressure in pressurizer. During the first 400 seconds,
the system pressure stayed constant since the steady state condition was calculated in this
period. At 400 seconds, the pressure decreased slowly initially due to thepresence of a
1" break. At about 2400 seconds, when the break location uncovers (very close tocore
uncovery), the pressure went down rapidly from 85 psia to 50 psia. Themass flow rate
out of the break is primarily steam after the break location uncovers.
The broken loop hot leg temperature behaviors with time in the 1" cold leg break
is shown in Figure 4.2.During the first 400 seconds, the hot leg temperature stayed30
constant since the steady state condition was calculated in this period. At 400 seconds,
the temperature increased due to the 1" break occurring. Then the temperature increased
gradually until 2400 seconds. At about 2400 seconds, the hot leg temperature is about
270 oF;it increased about 110 °F since the 1" break occurred. Figure 4.3 shows the
temperature behavior at the inlet to the core. It increased in a similar manner as the hot
leg temperature. The trend is slightly smoother than that in hot leg because the behavior
in the broken loop hot leg are directly affected by the break.The peak temperature
behavior with time in the fuel pin is shown in Figure 4.4.It follows the same shape as
the others except its temperature is the highest one in the system, which at 2400 seconds,
reaches the peak temperature of 280 °F.
The mass flow at the inlet to the RHR heat exchanger is shown in Figure 4.5.
During the first 400 seconds, the mass flow stayed constant since the steady state
condition was calculated in this period.At 400 seconds, the mass flow went down
rapidly, close to zero, due to the pump trip caused by the 1" break occurring. Then it
remains at about 20 Ibmis due to natural circulation until the core began touncover. The
break valve mass flow is shown in Figure 4.6. It remains zero until the break occurred at
400 seconds. Large break flows continue until the break uncovers. At this time, thecore
is close to uncovering and the flow decreases because almost all of liquid above the break
level is lost.
For a 2" cold leg break, the results are shown from Figure 4.7 to Figure 4.12.
The result behaviors with time are similar to the 1" break except the time to reach the31
core uncovery is shorter. The pressure changes from 95 psia to 20 psia due to the 2"
break. The peak temperature changes from 175 °F to 270 °F due to the 2" break.
4.2 EFFECTS OF RHR HEAT EXCHANGER ELEVATIONS
Several cases were calculated to determine the effects of RHR heat exchanger
elevation changes. Four different RHR heat exchanger elevations were calculated for
each break size (1-inch and 2-inches). They are 5 ft, 10 ft, 20 ft, and 30 ft.
After the break occurred, the mass flow in the reactor coolant system reduced
rapidly.But there is still a small mass flow in the coolant system due to natural
circulation.The objective of this section is to show how the RHR heat exchanger
elevation change affects natural circulation.
After the RHR coolant pump trips (caused by small break), the heat is removed
from the core by natural circulation through the RHR heat exchanger.Natural
circulation is somewhat unstable because it is a balance between buoyancy forces and
frictions. Natural circulation is driven by decay heat from fission products. In a natural
circulation loop the fluid circulation is maintained by the buoyancy force caused by
density gradients.In single phase natural circulation very small pressure drops are
responsible for large fluid flow variations.
The results of calculations show that the higher the RHR heat exchanger, the
better the natural circulation. The results are shown from Figure 4.13 to Figure 4.26.
The important results in 1" break cases is shown in Table 4.4.32
The heat exchanger elevation affects the mass flow rate in the RHR system. For a
1" cold leg break, the mass flow for a heat exchanger elevation H=30 ft is almost three
times more than that in H=5 ft.If the RHR heat exchanger elevation is higher, the peak
temperature and fluid temperature in the systems are lower. However, since the coolant
flow rate at natural circulation is much lower than that at pressurized operation, the
former is about 3% of the latter; the temperature and pressure are not affected very much
by the RHR heat exchanger elevation change. For a 2" break, the mass flow behavior
with time follows that of the 1" break.From the results, the RHR heat exchanger
elevation is higher, the time to core uncovery is a little bit longer.33
5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
RELAP5/MOD3 version 8.0 was used to simulate a small break loss of coolant
accident during nuclear plant shutdown operations.The two main objectives were
achieved. They are analyses of small cold leg breaks during shutdown operations and an
evaluation of the effect of varying RHR heat exchanger elevation.
5.1 SUMMARY OF RESULTS
5.1.1. Small Cold Leg Breaks During Shutdown Operations
For a 1" break, the time to core uncovery is about 2100s.
For a 2" break, the time to core uncovery is about 500s.
For a 1" break, the peak temperature at the beginning of core uncovery is
280 °F.
For a 2" break, the peak temperature at the beginning of core uncovery is
270 °F.
5.1.2. Effects of RHR Heat Exchanger Elevation
The mass flow rate in RHRS was significantly affected by the RHR heat
exchanger elevation change.34
The higher the RHR heat exchanger elevation, the greater the mass flow rate.
The system pressure and temperature are not affected very much by the RHR
heat exchanger elevation change.
The higher the RHR heat exchanger, the greater the time to core uncovery.
5.2 FUTURE WORK
RELAP5/MOD3 analyzes the thermal-hydraulic behavior of light water reactor
systems. The code has been successfully used in various transient analyses. However,
for analyses of low pressure and low temperature reactor systems, the code was sensitive
to the initial conditions.With different initial conditions, the code became unstable,
especially for low pressure, low temperature reactor conditions experiencing a large
break loss of coolant accident.Itis recommended that code improvements be
implemented for large break loss of coolant accident analyses (larger than 4" break) at
low pressure conditions.35
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Table 4.1 Summary of the important items in nodalization with RHR loop
items component type (number)
RHR pump pump (406)
RHR heat exchanger tube side pipe (410)
RHR heat exchanger shell side pipe (432)
break valve trip valve (505)
broken hot leg pipe (200)
broken cold leg pipe (214): branch (212, 210)
reactor core pipe (335)
pressurizer pipe (150): motor valve (157)37
Table 4.2 SBLOCA scenario
Step Time (s) Events
1 0s
-- Steady State Initial Condition
-- 1% Decay Heat Power (36 MW)
-- P = 100 psia, T= 140 F
-- Shutdown Operation
2 400s
-- Break Initiated
-- RHR Pump Tripped
3 > 400 s
-- No Reactor Coolant Pumps
-- No Operator Actions
-- No Secondary Side Heat Transfer
in the Steam Generator
-- No Pressurizer Heaters
-- No Safety Injections on
Charging Systems (No Accumulators)38
Table 4.3Initial condition before break
Core Decay Power (MW) 36 MW
Pressurizer Pressure 100 psia / 6.9 MPa
Hot leg Temperature 159.44 F / 70.8 C
Cold leg Temperature 128.25 F / 53.47 C
Temperature of RHR HX Tube Side 144.08 F / 62.27 C
Temperature of RHR HX Shell Side 124.48 F /51.38 CTable 4.4 Summary of important results in 1" break cases
with change of RHR heat exchanger elevation
1" Break LOCA H=5 ftH=10 ftH=20 ftH=30 ft
Time to core uncovery 2396 2404 2384 2228
Min. Pressure (psia) 53.847 52.687 50.954 44.976
Max. temperature (F) 283.5 279.77 276.85 267.71
Mass flow at inlet to
RHR HX at 1200 s (ibis)13.929 18.756 24.917 29.508
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Figure 4.1Pressurizer pressure with time in 1" break case with heat exchanger H=10 ft(component 150)280
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Figure 4.2Hot leg temperature with time in 1" breakcase with heat exchanger H=10 ft (component 200)260
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Figure 4.4Peak temperature in fuel pin with time in 1" breakcase with heat exchanger H=10 ft (heat structure 336)800
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Figure 4.5Mass flow rate at inlet to core with time in 1" break case with heat exchanger H=10 ft (component409) t4
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Figure 4.7Pressurizer pressure with time in 2" break case with heat exchanger H=10 ft (component 150)220
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Figure 4.8Hot leg temperature with time in 2" break case with heat exchanger H=10 ft (component 200)180
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Figure 4.9Temperature at inlet to core with time in 2" break case with heat exchanger H=10 ft (component 330)240
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Figure 4.10Peak temperature in fuel pin with time in 2" break case with heat exchanger H=10 ft (heat structure 336)800
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Figure 4.11Mass flow rate at inlet to core with time in 2" break case with heat exchanger H=10 ft (component 409)180
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Figure 4.12Break valve mass flow rate with time in 2" break case with heat exchanger H=10 ft (component150)100
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Figure 4.13Comparison of pressurizer pressure with time in 1" break cases of heat exchanger H=5, 10, 20, 30 ft (component 150)280
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Figure 4.14Comparison of hot leg temperature with time in 1" breakcases of heat exchanger H=5, 10, 20, 30 ft (component 200)260
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Figure 4.15Comparison of temperature at inlet tocore with time in 1" break cases
of heat exchanger H=5, 10, 20, 30 ft (component330)300
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Figure 4.16Comparison of peak temperature in fuel pin with time in 1" breakcases
of heat exchanger H=5, 10, 20, 30 ft (heat structure 336)800
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Figure 4.17Comparison of mass flow rate at inletto RHR heat exchanger with time
in 1" break cases of heat exchanger H=5, 10, 20,30 ft (component 409)40
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Figure 4.18Comparison of mass flow rate at inlet to RHR heat exchanger with time from 400sto 2400s
in 1" break cases of heat exchanger H=5, 10, 20, 30 ft (component 409)45
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Figure 4.19Comparison of break valve mass flow rate with time in 1" break cases
of heat exchanger H=5, 10, 20, 30 ft (component 505)100
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Figure 4.20Comparison of pressurizer pressure with time in 2" breakcases of heat exchanger I-1=5, 10, 20, 30 ft (component 150)250
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Figure 4.21Comparison of hot leg temperature with time in 2" break cases of heat exchanger H=5, 10, 20, 30 ft (component 200)230
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Figure 4.22Comparison of temperature at inlet tocore with time in 2" break cases
of heat exchanger H=5, 10, 20, 30 ft (component 330)270
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Figure 4.23Comparison of peak temperature in fuel pin with time in 2" breakcases
of heat exchanger H=5, 10, 20, 30 ft (heat structure 336)800
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Figure 4.24Comparison of mass flow rate at inlet to RHR heat exchanger with time
in 2" break cases of heat exchanger H=5, 10, 20, 30 ft (component 409)80
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Figure 4.25Comparison of mass flow rate at inlet to RHR heat exchanger with time from 400s to 800s
in 2" break cases of heat exchanger H=5, 10, 20, 30 ft (component 409)180
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Figure 4.26Comparison of break valve mass flow rate with time in 2" breakcases
of heat exchanger H=5, 10, 20, 30 ft (component 505)APPENDIX66
RELAPS INPUT FILE FOR SMALL BREAK LOCA
DURING PLANT SHUTDOWN IN 1" BREAK CASE
=Small Break LOCA during plant shutdown1" break at initial t=140 F, p=40 psis
100 new transnt
102 britishbritish
105 5.0 6.0 5000.0
110 nitrogen
time step cards
201 4200.01.0-71.0 34100000 100
2021200.01.0-70.503 4100400
minor edit variables
*
301 p200010000
302 p214010000
305 p150010000
307 tempf 200010000
308 tempf 330010000
309 httemp 336000301
311 mflowj 409000000
312 mflowj 505000000
313 voidf 345010000
315 httemp 336000501
316 voidf 335060000
317 voidf 335050000
318 mflowj 214010000
501 p150010000le null01860.0I
507 time0 ge null0400.0 I
508 p150010000ge null02350.0n
509 p150010000ge null02330.0n
120 100010000 0.0 h2o primary
hydrodynamic components
intact loop
intact loop components are numbered
between 100-199
hot leg
3800000 up-ihl sngljun67
3800101
3800201
*
1000000
1000001
1000101
1000102
1000301
1000302
1000601
1000801
1000802
1001001
1001101
1001201
1001202
1001300
1001301
345010000 100000000
10.0 0.0 0.0
ihl pipe
2
15.4201
13.761 2
3.3391
4.362 2
0.02
0.0 2.5581
0.0 2.417 2
00 2
0000 1
3110.22 159.64 0.0
3110.22 159.51 0.0
1
0.0 0.0 0.01
0.0
001
002
0.060.060100
1020000
1020001
1020101
1020200
1021101
1022101
1023101
ihl branch
31
13.761 4.362 0.0 0.0
3110.22 159.38
100010000 102000000
102010000 104000000
152010000 102000000
0.0 0.0 0.0 2.417 00
0.0 0.0 0.0 0000
0.0 0.067 0.067 0000
0.7212 0.00.00100
10212010.0 0.0 0.0
10222010.0 0.0 0.0
10232010.0 0.0 0.0
1040000ihl pipe
10400012
104010113.761 1
10401020.02
10403010.0 1
10403025.418 2
104040196. 1
104040281.237 2
10406010.0 1
104060234.02
10407010.0 1
10407023.031 2
10408010.02.417 1
10408020.02.523 2
10409010.131 0.131 1
1041001101
104100200 2
10411010000 1
10412013110.22 159.200. 001
10412023109.58 159.050. 00 2
10413001
10413010.0 0.0 0.01
a
intact loop hot leg to intact steam generator
primary inlet plenum
1050000ihl-isg sngljim68
1050101 104010000 106000000 15.7231.0 0.45 0000
105020110.0 0.0 0.0
intact loop steam generator primary inlet plenum
1060000 isgipsnglvol
1060101 85.650 0.0 448.29 0.0 49.3.958 0.0 6.029 00
1060200 3108.10 158.67
intact loop steam generator inlet plenum to
primary tubes
1070000 isgip-tusngljun
1070101 106010000 108000000 33.297 0.0 0.0 0100
107020110.0 0.0 0.0
intact loop steam generator primary tubes
1080000 isgtubes pipe
1080001 8
1080101 33.297 8
1080301 8.736 8
108060190. 3
108060258.5 4
1080603-58.5 5
1080604-90. 8
10807018.736 3
10807027.447 4
1080703-7.447 5
1080704-8.736 8
10808010.0 0.06458 8
108100100 8
10811010000 7
10812013 105.41 158.490.00 01
10812023101.70 158.210.00 0 2
10812033 98.00 157.590.00 0 3
10812043 94.56 156.400.00 0 4
10812053 9436 154.570.00 0 5
10812063 98.00 152.240.00 0 6
10812073101.70 149.720.00 0 7
10812083105.42 147.360.00 0 8
10813001
10813010.0 0.0 0.0 7
intact loop steam generator primary tubes to
primary outlet plenum
1090000 isg-isgsngljun
1090101 108010000 110000000 33.297 0.0 0.0 0100
10902011 0.0 0.0 0.0
intact loop steam generator primary outlet plenum
1100000 isgop snglvol
1100101 85.650 0.0 448.29 0.0 -49. -3.958 0.0 6.029 0069
1100200 398.12 144.81
intact loop steam generator outlet plenum to
intact loop pump suction leg
1110000 isgop-icsngljun
1110101110010000 112000000 15.723
111020110.0 0.0 0.0
intact loop pump suction leg
1120000 iclps pipe
0.367 0.667 0000
11200015
112010115.723 5
11203014.6011
11203024.768 2
11203036.709 3
11203044.219 4
11203056.938 5
1120601-69.31
1120602-90.0 2
1120603-39.5 3
11206040.04
112060540.4 5
1120701-4.304 1
1120702-4.768 2
1120703-4.2713
11207040.04
11207054.55
11208010.0 2.583 5
11209010.075 0.0751
11209020.069 0.069 4
112100100 5
11211010000 4
11212013 99.87 144.430.00 01
11212023111.80 144.080.00 02
11212033113.73 143.650.00 03
11212043114.64 143.410.0004
11212053113.68 143.090.00 05
11213001
11213010.0 0.0 0.0 4
intact loop pump
1130000 ipump pump
113010115.723 0.0168.0.0 33. 5.812 0
1130108 112010000 15.723 0.069 0.069 0000
1130109 114000000 12.3741 0.00.00000
1130200 3111.47 136.61 0.0
113020110.0 0.0 0.0
113020210.0 0.0 0.0
1130301 -2 0 -2 -1-1 501 0
1130302 1189. 1.0057 265500. 277. 94800. 246000. 62.4
1130303 0.0.2400. 0.0 0.0
1133001 0 0.0,0.0 0.1,0.0 0.15,0.05 0.24,0.8 0.3,0.96 0.4,0.98
1133002 0.6,0.97 0.8,0.9 0.9,0.8 0.96,0.5 1.0,0.070
1133101 0 0.0,0.0 0.1,0.0 0.15,0.05 0.24,0.56 0.8,056 0.96,0.45
1133102 1.0,0.0
intact loop cold leg
VOLUME 114
1140000 iclpdbranch
no. juns vel/flow
1140001 2 1
area length volume
114010112.3741 0.0000 93.0000
azim angle inch angle delta z
1140102 0.00 0.00 0.0000
roughness hyd dia pvbfe
1140103 0.00000 2.2920 00000
ebt
1140200 003110.21 135.87
fromto areaKf Kr fvcahs
1141101 113010000 114000000 0.00000.0000
1142101 114010000 116000000 0.00000.0000
hyd dia betay-intslope
1141110 0.000.001.001.00
1142110 0.000.001.001.00
liquidvaporint-face
1141201 0.000.000.00
1142201 318.050.000.00
1160000 iclpd branch
1160001 2 1
116010112.3741 7.53905 0.0 0.0 0.0
1160200 3110.21 135.87
1161101 114010000 116000000 12.3741
1162101 116010000 118000000 12.3741
1161201 318.05 0.0 0.0
1162201 318.05 0.0 0.0
0.0000000000
0.0000000000
0.0 0.0 2.292 00
0.14 0.14 0000
0.0 0.0 0000
1180000 iclpd pipe
1180001 2
118010112.37411
1180102 0.02
1180301 7.539051
1180302 5.14282
1180401 0.0 1
1180402 75.75 2
1180601 0.0 2
1180801 0.0 2.292 1
1180802 0.0 2.50 2
1180901 0.05 0.051
1181001 00 2
1181101 0000 1
1181201 3110.21 135.88 O. 0 01
1181202 3 110.21 135.890. 002
1181300 1
1181301 318.05 0.0 0.01
intact loop cold leg to vessel inlet annulus connection71
3850000 icl-dwnc sngljun
3850101 118010000 3000000000.00.90.90100
3850201131&05 0.0 0.0
pressurizer
1500000 pies pipe
1500001 6
1500101 36.746 6
15003019.7922 2
1500302 12.2403 3
15003039.7922 4
15003044.8961 5
15003052.4481 6
1500601 -90. 6
1500801 0.0 0.0 6
1500901 0.0 0.0 5
1501001 00 6
1501101 0000 5
1501201 2 94.141.0. 0 01
1501202 2 94.15 0.943 0. 0 0 2
1501203 2 96.10 0.00. 0 0 3
1501204 2 100.03 0.00. 0 0 4
1501205 2 102.98 0.00. 0 0 5
1501206 2 104.46 0.00. 0 0 6
1501300 1
1501301 0.0 0.0 0.0 5
***
1510000 p-slsngljun
1510101 150010000 152000000 0.72121.0 0.45 0000
151020110.0 0.0 0.0
1520000 surge pipe
1520001 3
1520101 0.7212 3
1520301 22.0799 3
1520601 -8.5 1
1520602 0.02
1520603 -25.3
1520701 -3.25 1
1520702 0.02
1520703 -9.363
1520801 0.0 0.95825 3
1520901 0.0431 0.0431 2
1521001 00 3
1521101 0000 2
1521201 3105.62 247.54 0.0 0 01
1521202 3 106.284 214.88 0.0 0 0 2
1521203 3108.25 178.54 0.0 0 0 3
1521301 0.0 0.0 0.0 2 **
1570000 pory valve
1570101 158000000 150000000 0.009375 0.0 0.0 0100
1570201 0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1570300 dryly
1570302 603
1580000 coot tmdpvol
15801011000. 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00
1580200 2
15802011.014.7 0.0
* **
intact steam generator secondary
* **
broken loop hot leg72
*as
3900000 up-bbl sngljun
3900101 345010000 200000000 0.00.060.060100
39002011424.07 0.0 0.0
****
2000000 WA pipe
2000001 5
2000101 5.1401
2000102 4.587 4
2000103 0.05
2000301 3.3391
2000302 4.362 3
2000303 0.04
2000304 5.418 5
2000401 0.03
2000402 32.4
2000403 27.079 5
2000601 0.0 4
2000602 34. 5
2000701 0.0 4
2000702 3.0315
2000801 0.0 2.5581
2000802 0.0 2.417 4
2000803 0.0 2.523 5
2000901 0.0 0.0 2
2000902 0.067 0.067 3
2000903 0.131 0.131 4
2001001 00 3
2001002 10 4
2001003 00 5
2001101 0000 4
2001201 3110.17 159.73 0.0 0 01
2001202 3110.16 159.70 0.0 0 0 2
2001203 3 110.16 159.44 0.0 0 0 3
2001204 3110.21 137.55 0.0 0 0 4
2001205 3109.56 137.64 0.0 0 0 5
20013001
2001301 424.07 0.0 0.0 4
***
2010000 bhl-sgip sngljun
2010101 200010000 202000000 5.2411.0 0.45 0000
201020110.0 0.0 0.0
***
2020000 bsgip 'nevelt
2020101 28350 0.0 149.43 0.0 49. 3.958 0.0 6.029 00
2020200 3108.07 137.72
* ***
2030000 bsgiptbs angljun
2030101 202010000 204000000 11.099 0.0 0.0 0100
203020110.00.0 0.0
***
2040000 bsgtbs pipe
2040001 8
2040101 11.099 8
2040301 8.7368
2040601 90.3
2040602 583 4
2040603 -58.5 5
2040604 -90. 8
2040701 8.736 3
2040702 7.447 4
2040703 -7.447 5
2040704 -8.736 8
2040801 0.0 0.06458 8
2041001 00 873
2041101 0000 7
2041201 3105.36 138.17 0.0 0 01
2041202 3101.63 138.46 0.0 0 0 2
2041203 3 97.91 138.71 0.0 0 0 3
2041204 3 94.46 138.83 0.0 0 0 4
2041205 3 94.46 138.63 0.0 0 0 5
2041206 3 97.91 137.77 0.0 0 0 6
2041207 3101.64 135.91 0.0 0 0 7
2041208 3105.37 133.02 0.0 0 0 8
2041300 1
2041301 0.0 0.0 0.0 7
*a**
2050000 bsgtbsbp sngljun
2050101 204010000 206000000 11.099 0.0 0.0 0100
205020110.00.0 0.0
****
2060000 bsgop sngtvol
2060101 28550 0.0 149.43 0.0 -49. -3.958 0.0 6.029 00
2060200 3108.08 130.01
***
2070000 bsgop-pssngljtm
2070101 206010000 208000000 5.241 0.3670.6670000
207020110.0 0.0 0.0
***a
***broken loop cold leg
****
2080000 bclps pipe
2080001 5
2080101 5.241 5
2080301 4.6011
2080302 4.768 2
2080303 6.709 3
2080304 4.219 4
2080305 6.938 5
2080601 -69.31
2080602 -90.2
2080603 -39.53
2080604 0.0 4
2080605 40.4 5
2080701 -4.304 1
2080702 -4.768 2
2080703 -4.271 3
2080704 0.04
2080705 4.55
2080801 0.0 2383 5
2080901 0.075 0.0751
2080902 0.069 0.069 4
2081001 00 5
2081101 0000 4
2081201 3109.85 127.69 0.0 0 01
2081202 3111.79 128.00 0.0 0 0 2
2081203 3113.72 128.20 0.0 0 0 3
2081204 3114.63 128.30 0.0 0 0 4
2081205 3113.67 128.27 0.0 0 0 5
20813001
2081301 0.00.00.0 4
****
2090000 bpump pump
2090101 5.241 0.0 56. 0.0 33. 5.812 00
2090108 208010000 5.241 0.069 0.069 0000
2090109 210000000 4.1247 0.00.00000
2090200 3111.47 136.61 0.0
209020110.0 0.0 0.0
2090202 10.0 0.0 0.0
2090301113113 113 -1-1 501 074
2090302 1189. 1.0057 88500. 277. 31600. 82000. 62.4
2090303 0.0 0.0 800. 0.0 0.0
VOLUME 210
broken loop cold leg
2100000 bclpdbranch
no. juns vel/flow
2100001 2 1
area length volume
2100101 4.1247 0.0000 31.0000
azim angle incl angledelta z
2100102 0.00 0.00 0.0000
roughness hyd dia pvbfe
2100103 0.00000 2.2920 00000
ebt
2100200 003110.21 128.33
fromto areaKf Kr fvcahs
2101101 209010000 210000000 0.00000.00000.0000000000
2102101 210010000 212000000 0.00000.00000.0000000000
hyd dia betay-intslope
2101110 0.000.001.001.00
2102110 0.000.001.001.00
liquidvaporint-face
2101201 0.000.000.00
2102201 106.020.000.00
2120000 bclpd branch
2120001 2 1
2120101 4.1247 7.53905 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.292 00
2120200 3110.21 128.30
2121101 210010000 212000000 4.1247 0.14 0.14 0000
2122101 212010000 214000000 4.1247 0.0 0.0 0000
2121201106.02 0.0 0.0
2122201106.02 0.0 0.0
a***
2140000 bclpd pipe
2140001 2
2140101 4.12471
2140102 0.0 2
2140301 7.53905 1
2140302 5.1428 2
2140401 0.0 1
2140402 25.25 2
2140601 0.0 2
2140801 0.0 2.2921
2140802 0.0 2.5 2
2140901 0.05 0.051
2141001 00 2
2141101 0000 I
2141201 3110.21 128.27 0.0 0 0 1
2141202 3110.21 128.25 0.0 002
21413001
2141301 106.02 0.0 0.01
3950000 bcl-dwnc sngljun
3950101 214010000 300000000 0.00.90.90100
39502011106.02 0.0 0.0
broken steam generator secondary
single loop75
vessel
the relap5 vessel is comprised of pipe,branch,single,volume,and
single junction components. the vessel components are identified by
ccc = 300 to 399
a
a
inlet annulus - branch (300),branch (305),pipe (310)
branch (300) - cold leg connection
a
3000000 inletbranch
30000012 1
300010119.79450.0 41.23860 0.0-90.0
3000102 -2.08329 0.0 1.376400
3000200 3 110.65 134.35
3003101 300010000 30500000019.7945 0.0000.000 0000
3004101 300000000 31000000019.7945 0.00.00000
3003201 414.070.0 0.0
3004201 10.00.0 0.0
branch (305) inlet annulus lower volume
3050000 inletlow branch
3050001 2 1
3050101 29.35180.0 66.0416 0.0-90.0
3050102 -2.24999 0.0 1.067500
3050200 3 110.65 134.35
3051101 305010000 31500000026.7199 0.0636 0.0217 0000
3052101 305010000 3200000003.050.50.0000
3051201 404.070.0 0.0
3052201 10.00.0 0.0
pipe (310) inlet annulus top volume
3100000 inlettop pipe
3100001 4
310010119.7945 1
3100102 32.64172
3100103 15.47953
3100104 15.09034
3100201 32.64172
310020215.09033
3100301 0.0 4
3100401 41.2386 1
3100402 80.24422
3100403 38.05383
3100404 22.635454
3100501 0.0 4
3100601 90.0 4
3100701 2.08331
3100702 2.45832
3100703 2.45833
3100704 1.19784
3100801 0.0 1.3764 1
3100802 0.0 1.5417 3
3100803 0.0 0.7083 4
3100901 0.0 0.0 1
3100902 0.0 0.0 2
3100903 6.176e56.176e5 3
3101001 00 43101101
3101102
0000
0000
2
3
31012013 109.77126.660.0 0 0 1
31012023 108.80125.750.0 0 0 2
31012033 107.74126.270.0 0 0 3
31012043 106.99125.470.0 0 0 4
31013001
310130110. 0.0 0.0 3
downcomer - pipe (315)
3150000 dcomerannulus
3150001 8
315010126.71998
31503010.0 8
315040157.05601
315040258.33765
315040366.96816
315040438.98707
315040589.06548
31505010.0 8
3150601-90.08
3150701-2.13531
3150702-2.18328 5
3150703-2.50627 6
3150704-1.45900 7
3150705-3.33328 8
31508010.00.630 8
31509010.00.0 1
31509020.00.0000 3
31509030.00.0 4
31509040.00.0 5
31509050.02560.0558 6
31509060.00.0 7
315100100 8
31511010000 7
31512013 112.52134.350.0 001
31512023 113.44134.340.0 00 2
31512033 114.37134.330.0 00 3
31512043 115.30134.320.0 00 4
31512053 116.23134.310.0 00 5
31512063 117.23134.310.0 00 6
31512073 118.08134.300.0 00 7
31512083 119.10134.290.0 00 8
31513001
3151301404.070.0 0.0 7
downcomer bypass - pipe (320)
3200000dcbypass pipe
32000016
320010118.67366
32002012.0 5
32003012.1353,12.18328,52.50627,6
32004010.0 6
32005010.0 6
3200601-90.0 6
3200701-2.1353 1
3200702-2.183285
3200703-2506276
32008010.0 0.9591 6
7677
32009010.00.0 1
32009020.00.02
32009030.00.0 3
32009040.00.0 4
32009050.00.05
320100100 6
32011010100 5
32012013 112.52134.420.00 0 1
32012023 113.44133.790.00 0 2
32012033 114.37132.990.00 0 3
32012043 115.30131.880.00 0 4
32012053 116.24130.480.00 0 5
32012063 117.24128.950.00 0 6
32013001
320130110. 0.0 0.0 5
lower plenum - branch (322),snglvol (323),snglvol (325),branch (330)
branch (322)
3220000 Iplenuml branch
3220001 3 1
3220101130.00.0236.00.0 -90.0
3220102 -1.81537 0.02.3000
3220200 3 120.21 134.33
3221101 315010000 32200000026.7199 0.3759 0.14000000
3222101 322000000 32500000049.60.1769 0.176900100
3223101 322010000 323000000130.0 0.00.0 0000
3221201 404.070.0 0.0
3222201 404.07 0.0 0.0
3223201 0.00.0 0.0
*
snglvol (323)
3230000 Iplenumlsnglvol
3230101130.00.0236.00.0 -90.0
3230102 -1.81537 0.0 2.3000
3230200 3 120.98 125.04
*
snglvol (325)
3250000 Iplenummsnglvol
3250101 91.200.0304.00.090.0
3250102 3.33330.0 1.1500
3250200 3119.10 134.38
branch (330)
3300000 Iplenum2 branch
3300001 3 1
3300101112.40.0164.00.090.0
3300102 1.45900.03.200
3300200 3 118.08 134.35
3301101 320010000 330010000 3.0120.120.0000
3302101 325010000 330000000 54.20000.9658 0.96580100
3303101 330010000 335000000 31.8000 12163 1.2163 0100.1.2163
330120110.0.00.0
3302201 404.070.00.0
3303201 414.070.00.0
*
coin -pipe (335)3350000 corepipe
3350001 6
3350101 53.40737 6
3350201 51.20028 5
3350301 0.0 6
3350401133.85351
3350402 116.6042 5
3350403114.0409 6
3350501 0.0 6
3350601 90.06
3350701 2.506271
3350702 2.183295
3350703 2.13536
3350801 0.00.044186
3350901 0.80770.80771 '0.8077
3350902 0.80770.80772
3350903 0.80770.80773
3350904 0.80770.80774
3350905 0.80770.80775
3351001 00 6
3351101 00005
3351201 3 117.23 138.170.0 0 01
3351202 3 116.23 143.67 0.0 0 0 2
3351203 3 115.29 149.240.0 0 0 3
3351204 3 114.36 154.73 0.0 0 0 4
3351205 3 113.43 159.32 0.0 0 0 5
3351206 3 112.52 160.25 0.0 0 0 6
33513001
3351301 414.070.0 0.05
* core to upper plenum connection -single junction (336)
3360000 coretoup sngljun
3360101 335010000 34000000051.8004 2.7221 2.7221 0000 *2.7221
3 3602011 414.070.0 0.0
upper plenum - snglvol (340),branch (345),pipe (350)
snglvol (340)
3400000
3400101
3400102
3400200
upvollangivol
113.00.0254.25
2.24990.0 1.67
3 11138 160.00
0.0
0.0
90.0
branch (345)
3450000upvol2branch
34500012 1
3450101113.00.0235.4129 0.090.0
34501022.083290.0 1.6700
34502003 110.67 159.76
3451101340010000 345000000 113.00.00.00000
3452101350010000 345010000 113.00.00.00000
3451201414.070.00.0
345220110.00.00.0
* pipe (350)
3500000 npvol3
3500001 4
pipe
7879
3500101
3500102
3500103
3500104
3500301
113.0 1
113.02
113.03
113.04
0.0 4
3500401135.35141
3500402277.7879 2
3500403277.7879 3
3500404235.41294 4
35005010.0 4
3500601-90.04
3500701-1.19781
3500702-2.45832
3500703-2.45833
3500704-2.08334
35008010.0 1.674
35009010.00.0 1
35009020.00.02
35009030.00.03
350100100 4
35011010000 3
35012013 106.99138.150.0 001
35012023 107.77140.050.0 00 2
35012033 108.81140.120.0 00 3
35012043 109.78140.200.0 00 4
35013001
350130110.0.00.003
upper head - branch (355),pipe (356)
3550000
3550001
3550101
uppethdlbranch
3 1
70.90.0 122.25 0.0-90.0
3550102-1.3485 0.01.300
35502003106.44 102.81
3551101310010000 35501000014. 0.50.50100
3552101355010000 35000000070.9251.34 251.34 0000
3553101356010000 35500000070.90.00.00000
355120110.0.0 0.0
355220110.0.0 0.0
35532010.0 0.0 0.0
pipe (356)
3560000 upperhd2pipe
3560001 3
356010170.9 3
35603010.0 3
3560401122.253
35605010.0 3
3560601-90.03
3560701-1.34853
35608010.0 1.3 3
35609010.0 0.0 2
356100100 3
356110100002
35612013 104.70100.000.000 1
35612023 105.28100.010.000 2
35612033 105.86100.040.000 3
35613001
35613010.0 0.0 0.0 2
****
****break and containment
5000000 containtmdpvol
5000101 0.154e+05 0.0 2.98e+07 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10
5000200 3
5000201 0.014.768.0
5050000 breakvlv valve
5050101 212000000 500000000 5.4542e-3 0.0 0.0 0000
5050201 10.0 0.0 0.0
5050300 trpvlv
5050301 507
Residual Heat Removal System
4030000 pwr-rhr sngljtm
4030101 200030002 404000000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0100
4030201 1 424.07 0.0 0.0
VOLUME 404
residual pipe connect hot leg
4040000 rpchlpipe
no. vols
40400011
vol area
4040101 2.81
length
4040301 5.00001
volume
4040401 0.00001
azim angle
4040501 0.00001
incl angle
4040601 0.00001
delta z
4040701 0.00001
roughness hyd dia
4040801 0.00000 1.66671
pvbfe
4041001 00000 1
ebt
4041201 003110.04 159.400.00 0.00 0.00 1
RHR pump
VOLUME 406
4060000 rpumppump
area length volume
4060101 2.8 9.18040.0
azim angle incl angledelta zpvbfe
4060102 0.00 33.00 5.0 00000
fromjun area Kf Kr fvcahs
4060108 404010000 2.80.070.07 000000
tojun area Kf Kr fvcahs
4060109 4080000001.54540.070.07 000000
hyd dia betay-intslope
4060110 0.00000.001.001.00
8081
4060111 0.00000.001.001.00
ebt
4060200 003109.57 159.46
vel/flow liquidvaporint-face
40602011 424.070.000.00
40602021 424.070.000.00
tabclat-i 2ph-i2phdiff-i torque-ipvel-itrip rev-i
4060301 -20 -2 -1-15070
rated vet in/rated vel rated flow rated head
4060302 1189.01.013700.0 277.0
rated torq mom-iner rated dens rated m-torq
40603031320.0 300.062.400.00
coeff-eft coeff-tf0 coeff-tfl coeff-tf3
4060304 0.0033.400.000.00
rel speed i3i2 iti0
0.000.000.000.00 0.00
4063001 0 0.0,0.0 0.1,0.0 0.15,0.05 0.24,0.8 0.3,0.96 0.4,0.98
4063002 0.6,0.97 0.8,0.9 0.9,0.8 0.96,0.5 1.0,0.0
4063101 0 0.0,0.0 0.1,0.0 0.15,0.05 0.24,0.56 0.8,0.56 0.96,0.45
4063102 1.0,0.0
VOLUME 408
residual pipe to heat exchanger
4080000 rpthepipe
no. vols
4080001 2
vol area
4080101 034542
length
4080301 4.00001
4080301 7.07112
volume
4080401 0.00002
azim angle
4080501 0.0000 2
incl angle
4080601 0.0000 1
4080602 45.02
delta z
4080701 0.00001
4080702 5.02
roughness hyd dia
4080801 0.00000 0.83832
pvbfe
4081001 000002
4081101 0000001
ebt
4081201 003105.25 159.44 0.00 0.00 0.00 2
40813001
4081301 424.07 0.0 0.0 1
junction to beat exchanger tube side
JUNCTION 40982
4090000 jthxtssngljun
fromtoareaKf Kr fvcahs
4090101 408010000 4100000000.00000.06 0.06 000000
sc coeff 2p coeff sh coeff
4090102 1.001.001.00
hyd dia betay-intslope
4090110 0.00000.001.001.00
vel/flow liquidvaporint-face
40902011 424.070.000.00
VOLUME 410
residual heat exchanger tube side
4100000 rhxtspipe
no. vols
41000014
vol area
4100101 5.04
jun area
4100201 0.0000 3
length
4100301 2.5 4
volume
4100401 0.04
azim angle
4100501 0.00004
incl angle
4100601 -90.0000 4
delta z
4100701 -2.5 4
roughness hyd dia
4100801 0.00000 0.044
KfKr
4100901 0.00000.00003
pvbfe
4101001 000004
fvcahs
4101101 0000003
ebt
4101201 003106.66 151.760.000.000.00 1
4101202 003107.72 144.080.000.000.00 2
4101203 003108.79 136.320.000.000.00 3
4101204 003109.85 128.440.000.000.00 4
vel/flow
41013001
liquidvaporint-face
4101301 424.070.000.003
hyd dia betay-intslope
4101401 0.00000.001.001.003
4120000 rpcat. branch
4120001 2 1
4120101 0.5454 5.00.0 0.0 0.00.00.00.8333 00
4120200 3106.71128.43
4121101 4100100004120000000.00.00.0 0000
4122101 4120100001140000000.00.00.0 0000
4121201 424.07 0.00.0
4122201 318.05 0.00.0
4150000 sj sngljtm
4150101 4120100002100000000.00.00.00100
4150201 1 106.02 0.0 0.0VOLUME 428
left boundary for heat exchanger shell side
4280000 lbfhxstmdpvol
area length volume
4280101 2.5000 0.0000 5.0000
arim angle incl angle delta z
4280102 0.00 0.00 0.0000
roughness hyd dia pvbfe
4280103 0.00000 1.7841 00000
ebttrip search var
4280200 CO30
indep var
4280201 0.00150.00107.10
JUNCTION 429
time junction for left boundary
4290000 tjbthxtmdpjun
fromto area
4290101 428000000 432000000 2.5000
vel/flow tripsearch vac
42902001 0
indep var
4290201 0.00687.500.000.00
VOLUME 432
residual heat exchanger tube side
4320000 rhxspipe
no. vols
4320001 4
vol area
4320101 32.84
jtm area
4320201 0.00003
length
4320301 2.54
volume
4320401 0.04
azim angle
4320501 0.00004
incl angle
4320601 90.0000 4
delta z
4320701 2.50004
roughness hyd dia
4320801 0.00000 5.38794
KfKr
4320901 0.00000.00003
pvbfe
4321001 000004
fvcahs
43211010000003
ebt
4321201003146.92115.910.000.000.00 1
4321202003145.85124.480.000.000.00 2
4321203003144.78132.820.000.000.00 3
4321204003143.72140.980.000.000.00 4
vel/flow
4321300 1
83liquidvaporint-face
4321301 687.500.000.003
hyd dia betay-intslope
4321401 0.00000.001.001.00 3
4,
4350000 sj sngljun
4350101 432010000 436000000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0100
4350201 1 687.5 0.0 0.0
VOLUME 436
right boundary for heat exchanger shell side
4360000 rbfhxstmdpvol
area length volume
4360101 2.5000 0.0000 5.0000
azim angle incl angle
4360102 0.00 0.00
roughness hyd dia
4360103 0.00000 1.7841
ebttrip search var
4360200 0020
indep var
4360201 0.00143.00 0.0
delta z
0.0000
pvbfe
00000
heat structure for rhr beat exchanger
STRUCTURE 4501
no. sirs m.ptsgeom
14501000 4 3 21
loc flag form flag
14501100 0 2
mesh int int no.
14501101 0.00122
compos no. int no.
14501201 5 2
source val int no.
14501301 0.00002
init temp
14501400 0
tempm-pt no.
14501401 140.00 1
14501402 140.002
14501403 140.003
b-vol/tab incrbc-type
inn flag 1-coord
0.020
reflood bvol-i ax-int
sa-codesa/factor hs no.
14501501410010000 0 113.200e5 1
14501502410020000 0 113.200e52
14501503410030000 0 113.200e5 3
14501504410040000 0 113.200e54
b-vol/tab incrbc-typesa-codesa/factor hs no.
145016014320400000 113.200e5 1
145016024320300000 113.200e52
145016034320200000 113.200e53
145016044320100000 113.200e54
arce-type malt dhmuk-r hs no.
14501701 0 0.0000.0000.000 4
Dheheatle-f heatlo-r sple-fsple-rgr-Kf gr-Kr local-BF hs no.
14501801 0.00003.003.000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 4
Dheheatle-f heatle-r sple-fsple-rgr-Kf gr-Kr local-BF ha no.
14501901 0.00003.003.000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 4
8485
vessel heat slabs
inlet annulus
13000000 6 3 2 17.125
13000100 0 1
13000101 2 8.0208
13000201 5 2
13000301 0.02
13000401 131.03
13000501 305010000 0 1 12.250 1
13000502 300010000 0 1 12.08329 2
13000503 310010000 0 1 12.08333 3
13000504 310020000 0 1 12.45833 4
13000505 310030000 0 1 12.45833 5
13000506 310040000 0 1 11.50000 6
13000601 0 00 12.2501
13000602 0 00 12.08329 2
13000603 0 00 12.08333 3
13000604 0 00 12.45833 4
13000605 0 00 12.45833 5
13000606 0 00 11.50000 6
13000701 0 0.00.00.0 6
13000801 0.0 3.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 6
thermal shield
13150000 8 32 16.6042
13150100 0 1
13150101 26.8333
13150201 52
13150301 0.02
13150401 133.0 3
13150501 315010000 0 1 12.13531
13150502 315020000 100001 12.18328 5
13150503 315060000 0 1 12.50627 6
13150504 315070000 0 1 11.45907
13150505 315080000 0 1 13.33328 8
13150601 315010000 0 1 12.13531
13150602 315020000 10000 1 12.18328 5
13150603 315060000 0 1 12.50627 6
13150604 315070000 0 1 11.45907
13150605 315080000 0 1 13.33328 8
13150701 0 0.00.0 0.0 8
13150801 0.0 3.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 8
13150901 0.0 3.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 8
downcomer vessel wall
13160000 8 32 17.2083
13160100 0 1
13160101 2 7.9271
13160201 5 2
13160301 0.0286
13160401133.03
13160501 315010000 0 1 12.1353 1
13160502 315020000 100001 12.183285
13160503 315060000 0 1 12.506276
13160504 315070000 0 1 11.45907
13160505 315080000 0 1 13.333288
13160601 0 00 12.1353 1
13160602 0 00 12.183285
13160603 0 00 12.506276
13160604 0 00 11.45907
13160605 0 00 13.333288
13160701 0 0.00.00.08
13160801 0.0 3.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 8
barrel baffel region - heat slabs between barrel baffel and downcomer
13200000632 16.1667
132001000 1
1320010126.3542
1320020152
132003010.0 2
13200401131.5 3
132005013200100000 1 12.1353 1
13200502320020000100001 12.183295
132005033200600000 1 12.506276
132006013150100000 1 12.1353 1
13200602315020000100001 12.183295
132006033150600000 1 12.506276
132007010 0.00.00.06
132008010.0 3.0 3.00.0 0.00.0 0.01.0 6
132009010.0 3.0 3.00.0 0.00.0 0.01.0 6
lower plenum - hemispherical shell,lower plenum wall,
core barrel wall,internals
hemispherical shell
13230000133
132301000 1
1323010127.8136
1323020152
132303010.02
17.35
13230401125.0 3
132305013230100000 1 10.5 1
132306010 00 10.5 1
132307010 0.00.00.01
13230801 0.0 3.0 3.00.00.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1
lower plenum wall
13220000132 17.35
13220100 0 1
1322010127.8136
1322020152
132203010.02
13220401140.0 3
132205013220100000 1 11.815371
132206010 00 11.815371
132207010 0.00.00.01
13220801 0.0 3.0 3.00.00.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1
core barrel wall
13250000 232 16.1667
13250100 0 187
1325010126.3542
1325020152
132503010.02
13250401132.0 3
13250501325010000 0 1 13.33328 1
13250502330010000 0 1 11.45902
13250601315080000 0 1 13.333281
13250602 315070000 0 1 11.45902
132507010 0.00.00.02
13250801 0.0 3.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 $2
13250901 0.0 3.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 2
internals
13270000 4 3 1 10.0
13270100 0 1
132701012 0.24944
132702015 2
132703010.0 2
13270401125.0 3
132705010 000267.4 1
13270502 0 000267.42
132705030 000493.03
132705040 000239.04
13270601323010000 0 10267.4 1
13270602322010000 0 10267.42
13270603325010000 0 10493.03
13270604330010000 0 10239.04
132707010 0.00.00.04
13270801 0.0 3.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 4
13270901 0.0 3.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 4
core heat slabs - heat slab between core and barrel baffel, fuel pins
133500006 32 16.7052
13350100 0 1
133501012 6.7989
133502015 2
133503010.0 2
13350401136.12 1
13350402133.862
13350403132.393
13350501335010000 0 1 12.506271
13350502335020000 100001 12.18329 5
13350503335060000 0 1 12.13536
13350601320060000 0 1 12.506271
13350602320050000 0 1 12.18329 2
13350603320040000 0 1 12.18329 3
13350604320030000 0 1 12.18329 4
13350605320020000 0 1 12.18329 5
13350606320010000 0 1 12.13536
133507010 0.00.00.06
13350801 0.0 3.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 6
13350901 0.0 3.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 6
core fuel pin
13360000 6 172 10.0
13360100 0 1
133601016 0.014
133601022 0.016
133601038 0.0165
133602011 6
13360202 2 8
133602033 1688
133603011.0 6
133603020.0 16
13360401153.10 3
13360402152.405
13360403151.807
13360404147.25 9
13360405147.15 17
133605010 0000.0 1
13360502 0 0000.02
133605030 0000.03
13360504 0 0000.04
13360505 0 0000.05
13360506 0 0000.06
13360601335010000 10000109497.0473 5
13360602335060000 0 104712.2754 6
13360701 3 0.141211 0.0 0.0037691
13360702 3 0.204599 0.0 0.0054612
13360703 3 0.208339 0.0 0.0055613
13360704 3 0.206780 0.0 0.0055204
13360705 3 0.174414 0.0 0.0046565
13360706 3 0.038668 0.0 0.0010326
13360801 0.0 3.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 6
13360901 0.0 3.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 6
' upper plenum heat slabs - core barrel , internals
*
* core barrel
*
13500000
13500100
13500101
13500201
13500301
6 32
0 1
2 6.3542
5 2
0.0 2
16.1667
13500401140.02
13500402140.0 3
13500501340010000 0 1 12.24999 1
13500502345010000 0 1 12.083292
13500503350040000 0 1 12.083333
13500504350030000 0 1 12.458334
13500505350020000 0 1 12.458335
13500506350010000 0 1 1 1.499996
13500601305010000 0 1 12.249991
13500602300010000 0 1 12.083292
13500603310010000 0 1 12.083333
13500604310020000 0 1 12.458334
13500605310030000 0 1 12.458335
13500606310040000 0 1 1 1.499996
135007010 0.00.00.06
135008010.0 3.0 3.0 0.00.00.0 0.0 1.0 6
135009010.0 3.0 3.0 0.00.00.0 0.0 1.0 6
*internals
*
135100006 3 1 1 0.0
135101000 1
135101012 0.0495
135102015 2
135103010.02
13510401140.0 3
135106010 000 775.1 1
135105020 000 521.003
135105030 000 667.3336
13510601340010000 0 10 775.1 1
13510602345010000 0 10521.003
13510603350010000 0 10667.333689
135107010 0.00.00.06
13510801 0.0 3.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 6
13510901 0.0 3.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 6
upper head - hemisphere shell ,vessel wall, internals
hemispherical shell
135500001 3 3 1 7.1443
13550100 0 1
135501012 7.7657
135502015 2
135503010.0 2
13550401140.003
13550501356010000 0 1 1 0.5 1
135506010 00 1 0.5 1
135507010 0.00.00.0 1
13550801 0.0 3.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1
13550901 0.0 3.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1
vessel wall
135700002 32 1 7.1443
13570100 0 1
135701012 7.7657
135702015 2
135703010.0 2
13570401140.0 3
13570501356020000 10000 111.34852
135706010 0 011.34851
13570602 0 0 01 1.34852
135707010 0.00.0 0.0 2
13570801 0.0 3.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 2
internals
135600004 3 1 1 0.0
13560100 0 1
135601012 0.472
135602015 2
135603010.0 2
13560401140.003
135605010 000125.3251
13560502 0 000125.325 2
135605030 000125.325 3
135605040 000125.325 4
13560601355010000 0 10125.3251
13560602356030000 -1000010125.325 4
135607010 0.00.00.04
13560801 0.0 3.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 4
13560901 0.0 3.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 4
**** steam generator u-tubes
heat 'tincture thermal property data
composition type and data format90
20100100tbl/fctn 1 1 core fuel
20100200tbl/fctn 1 1 core fuel gap
20100300tbl/fctn 1 1 core fuel cladding
20100400tbl/fctn 1 1intone(
20100500tbl/fctn 1 1 stainless steel
thermal conductivity data (btu/sec-ft/deg f) and volumetric heat
capacity data (btufft**3-deg f) versus temperature for above *
composition
core fuel
*temperaturethermal conductivity
2010010132.02.284e-3188.62.284e-3
20100102332.62.1235e-3
20100103440.68.951e-4
20100104500.08.2806e-04
20100105650.06.4194e-04
20100106800.05.4361e-04
20100107950.05.7750e-04
201001081100.04.2278e-04
201001091250.07.7722e-04
201001101400.07.3889e-04
201001111500.08.0739e-04
201001121700.08.7789e-04
201001131850.04.5628604
201001142000.03.3556e-04
201001152150.05.1661e-04
201001162300.04.0472e-04
201001172450.03.5306e-04
201001182600.06.6689e-04
201001193100.05.4350e-04
201001203600.03.7228e-04
201001214100.04.6156e-04
201001224600.05.4722e-04
201001235100.02.3056e-04
temperatureheat capacity
2010015132.030.45
20100152122.034.35
20100153212.047.75
20100154392.044.55
20100155752.045.70
201001562012.041.35
201001572732.032.65
201001583092.066.55
201001593452.083.05
201001603812.052.80
201001614352.069.70
201001624532.044.25
201001634712.038.15
201001644892.0120.10
201001655144.096.40
201001668000.0131.40
core fuel gap91
temperaturethermal conductivity
20100201 32.0
201002025400.0
2.4487788e-04
2.4487788e-04
temperatureheat capacity
20100251 32.0 0.000065
201002525400.0
core fuel cladding
temperature
0.000065
thermal conductivity
20100301
20100302
20100303
20100304
20100305
20100306
20100307
20100308
20100309
20100310
20100311
32.0
752.0
1112.0
1472.0
1832.0
2192.0
2552.0
2912.0
3272.0
3632.0
3992.0
2.9267e-03
1.2478e-03
4.7297e-03
5.0508e-03
6.5325e-03
4.0142e-03
5.8169e-03
8.7803e-03
1.0647e-03
1.8311e-03
9.0918e-02
392.0 2.9267e-03
temperature
20100351 0.0
201003521480.3
201003531675.0
201003541787.5
201003553500.0
inconel
temperature
20100401 32.0
201004021050.0
temperature
2010045132.0
20100452400.0
20100453600.0
20100454800.0
stainless steel
*
temperature
*
2010050132.0
201005021700.0
heat capacity
26.392
35.476
75.176
44.370
24.476
thermal conductivity
2.1167e-03
4.0394e-03
heat capacity
57.180100.0
61.140
63.770
66.410
thermal conductivity
2.0833e-03
4.0294e-03
57.180
temperature
2010055132.0
20100552300.0
20100553400.0
20100554500.0
20100555600.0
20100556700.0
heat capacity
57.114200.0
59.118
61.122
63.126
64.629
66.130
57.11492
20100557800.0 67.134
201005581000.0 69.138
201005592000.0 80.160
general table no.3 power curve
20200300power
time(s)
0 1.0 36.0
power (mw)
20200301-1.0 1.0
202003020.0 1.0
2020030310.0 1.0
20200304100.0 1.0
202003055000.0 1.0
end of input deck - problem end